Government of Rajasthan
Department of Statistics
Directorate of Economics & Statistics
Rajasthan, Jaipur

BUSINESS REGISTRATION NUMBER
(BRN)

Name of Firm / Establishment / Enterprise: LOK VIKAS SHIKSHAN SANSTHAN ALWAR

Full Address: VILLAGE KUSHALPURA TEHSIL MALAKHERA Kushalpura SARANGPURA Malakhera ALWAR 301001

Major Activity: Other social work activities without accommodation n.e.c. (889)

Registration in Act: Societies Registration Act

Applicant Name: Devi Singh Gurjar

Reg. Date: 22 Jun 2021

BRN: 0728410000000002

Software Courtesy: National Informatic Centre (NIC)
Maintained by: Additional District Business Registrar, ALWAR

This is computer generated CARD and does not require a signature.

'Mere Business Ki Pehchan, Mera BRN'